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QUESTION 1

In which situation would you NOT use a redirected restore? 

A. To redefine the paths of a defined storage group. 

B. To move table space containers onto different physical devices. 

C. To restore a backup image from one operating system to another. 

D. To restore a backup image to a target machine that is different from the source machine. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A database administrator created all of the necessary federated objects for an SQL Server data source in a federated
system. Which steps must be performed if the data types of several columns in the SQL Server data source are
changed? 

A. Drop the current data type mapping. 

Create the new data type mapping. 

B. Drop the nickname to the table. Create the new data type mapping. Recreate the nickname to the table. 

C. Drop the current data type mapping. Create the new data type mapping. Drop the nickname to the table. Recreate
the nickname to the table. 

D. Drop the current user mapping. Drop the current data type mapping. Create the new user mapping. Create the new
data type mapping. Recreate the nickname to the table. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement about Range-Clustered Tables (RCTs) is correct? 

A. More logging is required compared to similarly-sized regular tables. 

B. More buffer pool memory is required to store the table\\'s B+ index structure. 

C. Space is pre-allocated and reserved for use by the table even when records do not yet exist. 

D. More maintenance is required since indexes must be updated after every insert, update, or delete operation. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which statement about Range Clustered Tables (RCT) is correct? 

A. Storage space is not pre-allocated for an RCT. 

B. The ALTER TABLE statement can be used to change the physical structure of an RCT. 

C. When defining a range of key values for an RCT, a minimum value is optional. 

D. The minimum value of a key column for an RCT cannot be a negative value. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

In what situation should you use a redirected restore operation? 

A. You want to drop a storage group during a restore process. 

B. You want to move data from one operating system to another. 

C. You want to restore you table spaces into new storage groups. 

D. You want to restore your table space containers into a different physical location. 

Correct Answer: D 
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